aesthetics

the nature of cuteness
civilization vs. savagery

ethics

the power of art to influence people

ironic twist of fate

poetic justice

what is beauty

what is perfection

the ethics of contemplating an immoral act

what is good and evil
Buridan's ass

a common enemy unites

human sexuality
power corrupts

a common interest unites

humankind controlling its own destiny

rationality vs. emotionality

the nature of death

the nature of persuasion

the nature of fear

the qualities of a good leader

human empathy for babies

the nature of animal instincts in humans
the nature of human courtship

the nature of love

the nature of the subconscious

the value of imagination

nature vs. nurture

the human mind and big numbers

the nature of grief

the nature of humor

the nature of the senses

the reasons for playing games

hero's return

the instinct for violence

the nature of friendship

the nature of human perception of time
the nature of sneezing

hatred unites

love does not transcend all bounds

the human capacity for good and evil

the indignities of flesh

the nature of decision making

the nature of human emotions

celebrity worship

love conquers all

the function of a surprise party

the inclination to believe what one wants to believe

human nature

the ethics of valuing human lives

what is justice

the nature of nightmares
the psychology of torture

the winners write history

the wish to live

why good people do bad things
people can change
female sexuality
absurdist philosophy

classical philosophy

metaphysics

are we alone in the universe

is there a purpose to life

nihilism

can machines have souls

personal identity

female seeking to find a superior mate

cosmic balance

the limits of science

free will

historical determinism

the nature of creativity

what is natural

is there a higher power

the nature of memory

what is life

what is sentience

what is truth
grandfather paradox

World War II

the French Resistance

cultural history

Lord of the Rings

the Star Trek franchise

life in post-war America

the Wizard of Oz

the legend of King Arthur

life in inner city America

Dungeons and Dragons

life in Crow law era America

human life in historical North America

life in the American Wild West
life in Victorian Britain
life in revolution era America

human life in post-war times

life in post-war Europe

human life in late modern times

human life in history
American Civil War

history

historical figure

Battle of the Little Bighorn
historiography

the Enigma cipher machine

Giuseppe Garibaldi

opium in 19th century China

the Russian Revolution of 1905

human life in historical Africa

Roswell UFO incident

The Algerian War

the American Revolution

the Salem witch trials

the British Raj

the Vietnam War

The Holocaust
the Christ story

the ascent of man

human life in historical Australia

World War I

human life in historical South America

life in the Soviet Union

human life in pre-historical times
life in Age of Enlightenment

human life in early modern times

life in late modern Britain

life in late modern France

life in late modern Germany

the Cold War

the millennium shift

human life in historical Europe

life in late modern Italy

life in British colonial India

life in the Napoleonic era

the ship Titanic
life in early modern Ireland
human life in historical Britain

human life in historical Asia

binary star system

astronomy

black hole

comet

solar eclipse

intergalactic void

supernova

biology

human life in ancient times

life in the ancient Greco-Roman world

human life in medieval times

life in medieval Europe

micro black hole

planet detection

the Big Bang

animal behavior

pulsar

the Big Chill

asexual reproduction

cell division

quasar

rogue planet

search for extraterrestrial intelligence

the Big Crunch

genetics

mating behavior

the origin of life

human biology

brainwaves

the theory of evolution

ecology

the greenhouse effect

geology

earthquake prediction
Fermat's Last Theorem

mathematics

logarithmic scale

Fourier series

logical reasoning

compound interest
nonlinear system

medicine

acupuncture

physics

Lagrange point

X-rays

antimatter

dark matter

modern science

electricity

the Turing test

exponential growth
the butterfly effect

liar paradox
the number pi

lobotomization
event horizon

the science of heat

theory of everything

archaeology
Adam and Eve creation myth

Ancient Aztec mythology

Ancient Mesopotamian mythology
animal sacrifice

apotheosis

faith vs. medicine
monasticism

deal with the devil

funeral rite

mortification of the flesh

signs from the heavens

polytheism

fingerprinting

Ancient Greek mythology

quasi-religious cult

Judaism

divine madness

good and evil in religion

irrigation

nuclear fission power

the control of fire

religious festival

human sacrifice

the problem of evil

space-based solar power

a god and its people
divine visitation
messiah

resurrection of the dead

vow of silence

tidal power

Ancient Mayan mythology
Nirvana

divine retribution

heresy

the Holy Chalice

gunpowder

solar power

Catholicism

divine balance

spiritual strive towards higher ideal

virgin birth

early computer

sociolinguistics

Ancient Roman mythology

devil worship

fear of the lord

pedagogy

Morse code

Ancient Egyptian mythology

Ancient Norse mythology

faith vs. reason

monotheism

sacred sanctuary

chemicals

speed of light limitation

the placebo effect

technology

organized religion

cryptographic cypher

randomization

aphasia

human blood types

hominid evolution

theory of relativity

psychology

the pursuit of knowledge

computer simulation

prime numbers

life in medieval Russia

tidally locked planet

miracle

sacred ground

the religious end of the world
witch-hunt

Christianity

holy confession

religious prophesy

religious prophet

sin

the deadly sins

the Devil

the Devil is an alien

the afterlife

punishment in the afterlife

the soul

reincarnation

Christian socialism

superseded scientific theory

Freudian psychoanalysis

alchemy

alternative medicine

genetically encoded memories

human sex pheromones

spontaneous generation
Japanese folklore
faith healing

animal guide

hexes and curses

out-of-body experience

portent of luck

vision quest

bad luck signs

life force

lucky charms

preternatural rain

collective dreaming
mandrake root legend
quackery

destiny

recapitulation theory

exaggerating the importance of humanity's place in the universe

medicine wheel

reliable streak of luck

wacky dream interpretation

superstition

phrenology

the four elements

monsters in distant lands

shamanism

spirit guide

omens

one cannot cheat fate

taking someone's picture steals their soul

wishing or wanting something really hard makes it happen

witchcraft
séance

communicating with the dead
divination

astrology

haunted object

haunted house

magic object

flying carpet

magic bag

haunted painting

fortune telling
haunted statue

magic healing object

magic portal

magic potion
wish-granting magic object

magic word

true name

spirit possession

demonic possession

sympathetic magic

voodoo doll

the supernatural

black magic

fairies
agility vs. strength

the art of war

fortification tactic
military tactics

brains vs. brawn
fright tactic

retreat tactic

brinkmanship

high ground advantage
self-destruct tactic

decoy tactic

divide and conquer

espionage

if we adopt the way of the enemy we become the enemy

siege warfare

sleeper agents

sneak attack tactic

test of loyalty

first strike tactic

flee to fight another day

knowing when to fight and when not to fight
the importance of not displaying weakness

haunted vehicle

ghost hunting

see-anywhere device
love potion
magic lamp with genie

wish-granting shooting star

life in Ancient Rome

